PAWPRINTS

Summer, 2017

Allegro Pet Services , Inc
Working in harmony with the rhythms of your pet’s life

We are heartbroken to carry the news of two devastating losses within our Allegro family in
the past weeks. We are celebrating the lives of these two extraordinary guys through our
tears. Allegro is so lucky to participate daily in the lives of your wonderful pets, young and

old, perky and irascible, reserved and sociable. While we all must understand that our pets
can only be with us for a relatively brief time, the paw prints they leave on our hearts are
deep and abiding.

The Allegro Team

TOBY – Rest in peace, little friend
With heavy hearts, we had to say good-bye to Toby, a 17 year old
Maltese, on May 19th. His life was one of wonderful care, hour long
walks with Allegro twice a day, and loving family and friends who
allowed him to be the center of his own little universe. These factors helped contribute to his wonderful and long life. Toby was
one of our first clients, and was with Hans almost everyday for
over five years which has made this loss especially difficult. Our
hearts are with Roger and Karen as they adjust to life after Toby,
and we are full of gratitude for the opportunity to be a part of his
long and very happy life. Thank you Toby, for all the memories and
we will be so happy to see your legacy move forward with yet another beloved friend.

LEO THE LOVABLE—You are so missed!!!
Less than a week after we lost Toby, the Allegro family suffered another
. staggering and unexpected loss. Leo , a seven year old Labradoodle, was a very close personal friend of Hans, and beloved by
all for his genial and loving nature. He adored his multiple daily Allegro walks through the park, his travels south to Florida ,and especially his farm. Leo was a frequent, happy guest at Hans’ Pet Hostel
when the O’Connor’s were traveling. He enjoyed the unofficial title
as “The Mascot of 1500 Lakeshore Drive” and was beloved by building staff and residents alike. Like Toby, Leo was an original client to
Allegro and represents a very personal loss for Hans. Our hearts
are with Ellen and James O’Connor as they adjust to the loss of this
very special friend.
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ALERT!!!

NOW…….

Canine Safety

our new website is
now live!!

Notice

Xylitol is a substance commonly found in your
purse or your refrigerator can be as dangerous
to your pets as anti-freeze. It is harmless to
humans and found in many sugar-free snacks,
gum and low calorie foods.
“Two pieces of sugarless gum can be harmful or
fatal for a 20-lb. dog,” vet Ashley Weinberg tells
the Union-Tribune. Further, vet Valerie Caskey
adds: “One pudding cup can cause harm to a 90
-pound Rottweiler.”
If you think your pet has eaten something containing xylitol, take him or her to the vet or call
the ASPCA’s
poison control hotline immediately at (888) 4264435:
Symptoms of xylitol poisoning are vomiting,
weak and wobbly appearance or extreme lethargy. A dog’s blood sugar can bottom out in 30
minutes, and a pet can fall into a coma, veterinarians say. These symptoms can be observed
from 30 minutes to 12 hours. The longer the pet
goes without help, the graver the condition becomes.
Still, this doesn’t mean you need to trash all
your sugarless foods: Many don’t use xylitol at
all. Just check the label and, if a food does contain xylitol, be sure to keep it well out of your
dog’s reach.

Our website is your resource
for all things Allegro as well
as everyone’s favorite, all of
our pet pics! Don’t miss
Han’s new Blog, staff bios
and of course, the opportunity to meet some of our other
pets and more. Look for
convenient online and app
based scheduling, payment,
personal and pet info updates and more coming for
you this summer!

WEB:
www.allegropetservices.com
Instagram:
@allegropetservices
Facebook:
www.facebook.com/
allegropetservices/

WELCOME, WOLFIE!!!
Wolfie and Hans have
been friends for many
years. Wolfie has spent
many happy days with
Hans in vacation care
and now has become a
regular walk client. We
are delighted to have this
irrepressible little spirit
on the daily schedule
and look forward to more
time continuing her
healthy, happy days.
Thanks Pat, Mike and
Ginny!!!

Source: The San Diego Union-Tribune

Summer Fun Fact for Dog Lovers!!!
You’ve heard of the “dog days of summer” but do you know where the phrase comes from? The ancient Romans believed the brilliant star Sirius, also called the “dog star”, gave off heat and made summers hotter.
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Summer Renewal – Time for safety & health checks
Just like us, dogs tend to love the warmer seasons because they get to spend
more time outdoors. After being cooped up during the winter it is a joy for
them to be able to take advantage of the lengthening and warming days to release all their pent-up winter energy. However, the warmer days bring about
certain health concerns so take a moment and make sure your dog is fully prepared for the more active season. See articles on gear, sticks and safety,
treatment for those warm weather pests, fleas and ticks plus it’s mosquito
season and finally a very good resource for common plants that may be toxic
to our canine friends. Read on and be sure to enjoy our lengthening days with
your special companion pet!!

1. Leashes and Harnesses – a great time to check equipment and upgrade as needed
Leashes do wear with daily use, and weakened connectors as well as worn straps can snap and break. Allegro staff
has been encountering this more over the last few months as we transition into the spring. Take the time to look over
the leashes, checking for fraying or mechanical issues that may signal new equipment is needed to keep your pet safe
on their walks.
We have recommended walking harnesses to many clients in the past year to reduce pulling and encourage better
walking habits. If you have questions about the advantages of a walking harness for your dog's health as well as safety,
please contact Hans. This equipment can contribute to a much better walking experience for canine and human alike!

2. Vaccinations up to date???
Dog to dog contact increases in the spring and continues on into the summer months.
Your dog is exposed to more infectious diseases during this time of year. For example,
many veterinary clinics start to see increased incidence of kennel cough in the spring
because of increasing dog-to-dog contact. Veterinarians are the best resource for
whatever protections your pet needs to be safe within your neighborhood environments.

3. Flea and tick care plus heartworm season—Here we go
Mosquitoes become more active with the warmer weather-- and mosquitos can transmit
heartworm disease. Some pet owners do not give heartworm preventatives in the winter, so spring is a good
time of year to make sure your dog has been checked for heartworm and is current on his preventative medication. In addition to mosquitoes, ticks and fleas become much more prevalent as well. There are a variety
of products available to combat these nuisances. It is best to ask your vet for advice specific to your dog’s
overall health and age.

Got the right gear for the best outdoor experience?
Today’s active pets can be better equipped than ever before. Having the
right gear can increase not only the number of activities you can do with
your pet, but can also increase you and yourpet’s enjoyment. Highquality harnesses, portable water bowls, and cool toys are items every
dog lover should have on hand. For the more adventurous canines there
are doggie backpacks, protective clothing and glasses, life vests, and
water toys to make life even more fun!
Read more at http://dogtime.com/dog-health/fitness/2558-spring-dog-health-tips#
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Hydration - Vital to Pet Health & Safety
Hydration is vital for our canine friend’s year- round but the warmer weather brings extra challenges. You spend hours comparing pet food brands, and making sure you buy safe toys for your pup, but did you know that water may be the most important step in
keeping your dog healthy?
Just like you, a dog’s body is around 80 percent water. This water is essential to help
dissolve and carry substances throughout his body. It’s also the basis for most processes and chemical reactions that keep him healthy. Digestion, circulation, waste filtering, and body temperature regulation are just a few of the internal processes driven
by water. If your dog is dehydrated, he can suffer kidney and heart damage, as well as
other problems.
Always ensure your dog has access to clean drinking water. A dog will need to drink
about an ounce of water for every pound of weight daily, but may need more if he
has exercised, the weather is warm, or he is taking medication that may dehydrate him. When we return your dog from his scheduled walk, we will always make sure fresh water is available. A good-sized bowl with twice the amount that he needs is always a
good rule of thumb. For large dogs, bowl/bottle combinations that feed a steady supply into the bowl as your dog drinks it are a
good investment.
If it seems your dog is not getting enough water daily, check for signs of dehydration. These can include lethargy, dry gums, and
sunken, darkened eyes. Then, get your dog to the veterinarian ASAP. If he is dehydrated, the vet can hook him up to an IV to quickly
rehydrate him and also check him over to find the source of the problem.
Giving your dog water may seem easy enough, but here are some potential problems that are easy to avoid:

•

Water bowls need cleaning daily. Bacteria can form on the rim and sides of the bowl that can turn the water foul quickly. Your
dog may not want to drink from it, or worse, will drink from it and make himself sick. Clean your dog’s water bowl each day with
a dab of dish soap. If your dog uses a hanging water bottle on a crate or kennel, buy a bottle brush to give the inside a good
scrub.

•

Buy your dog a water bowl that he cannot knock over. A wide, weighted underside is best.
If your dog has the run of the house, place water bowls in two or three places. Always ensure your dog’s water bowl is full throughout the day, especially on warm days or cold, dry
days. Don’t buy a water bowl that is too big for your dog. He may only be able to drink
water part way down limiting access. A properly sized bowl is essential. Tall, narrow
bowls are good for dogs with long ears like Bassets and Spaniels. Keeping their ears out
of the water can help prevent ear infections.

•

The toilet bowl is not a water dish — despite the joy some dogs take in using it as one.
Bacteria and deadly chemicals used to clean the toilet are just two of the dangers your dog faces if you let him do it. Put the lid
down!

•

On long walks or play times, take along a collapsible or portable water bowl and extra water. Dogs sweat through panting, which
dries out their mouths.

•

On long car trips, bring a couple gallons of water from home along to avoid digestive problems. Due to changes I water mineralization.

Consult your veterinarian if you have any questions about providing water for your dog. In the meantime a good, clean, plentiful supply of water will help your dog to be healthy and happy. Source: Adapted from the American Animal Hospital Association
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Seasonal Allergies for Canines—A real concern for pet families
Allergies in dogs can generally be broken down into two main categories:
1. Allergies to things they are inhaling, such as pollen or ragweed. This is known as “atopy.”
2. Allergies to things that they are eating, more intuitively called “food allergies”.
Unlike similar allergies in people, dogs manifest these allergies in the form of skin problems. Generally
they are pretty itchy, which may include, outright scratching as well as licking or chewing their paws and
rubbing their face and ears on the couch or carpet.
The skin inflammation leads to secondary problems, such as superficial bacterial infections, hot spots, repeat ear infections, and sometimes
anal-gland infections. While these secondary problems or symptoms are often what gets noticed and can usually be cleared up with appropriate treatment, they tend to recur if the underlying allergic issue or in some cases multiple issues are not addressed.

Dogs can be atopic, food allergic, or (for an unlucky few) both.
DOG ATOPY:

,

Because dogs with atopy are frequently allergic to pollens and grasses, they often have a seasonality to their symptoms but can show signs
all year long if they are allergic to something that is always in the environment (such as dust mites).

Treatment of atopy centers around reducing exposure to the allergens, symptomatic treatment, and/or immunotherapy “allergy shots” like
those people often require.
Some dogs have relatively mild, seasonal symptoms that can be managed with bathing and medications (such as omega-3 fatty acids and
antihistamines, with the occasional use of steroids), while other dogs have more severe symptoms or suffer year-round and really benefit
from the allergy shots.
The only way to truly diagnose atopy and determine what a dog is allergic to is to perform skin testing (again, like in people), and these results can be used to determine what to put in the allergy shots. Your vet is the best resource for diagnosis and treatment

DOG FOOD ALLERGIES:
For food allergies, diagnosis and treatment go hand in hand, and most vets will try to definitely rule out a food allergy before pursuing things
like skin testing.
Because dogs can be allergic to even tiny amounts of the offending foodstuff, your vet will want to get a very detailed dietary history for you
dog – including the ingredient lists for all the foods and treats you regularly give him.
Food allergies are diagnosed through something called an “elimination trial” or a “novel protein diet trial” – your vet will suggest a diet made
of ingredients that your dog has not been regularly exposed to. You will feed that diet (and here’s the hard part – only that diet!) for a period
of 4-12 weeks. Dogs with a food allergy to something that they were previously eating will improve with the diet change, and if you go back
to feeding the old diet, their clinical signs will recur.
Once you get the diagnosis, treatment is straightforward. Don’t let the dog eat what he is allergic too. Unfortunately, as anyone who has
ever lived with a dog knows, that is easier said than done!
Chronic skin issues can be tricky to diagnose, a real source of frustration for you and very uncomfortable for your dog. If you think your dog
has skin allergies, a veterinarian with special training will be most equipped to handle a case like this.
Source: Dr. Stephanie Janeczko D.V.M., Medical Director, Animal Care & Control of New York City
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Week-end Warrior Syndrome—not just for Humans!!
This is the time of year when human ER clinics see injured knees,
backs, and shoulders and veterinarians see torn cruciate ligaments,
strains and sprains, and a variety of aches and pains. Take it easy.
Gradually build up your strength and stamina and understand your
dog needs time to adapt as well. This is especially true in older pets.
What is only four to six months to you is more like two to three years
to them. And if you do overdo it, be sure and have your pet checked
out immediately. The sooner you have even a minor injury checked
out and treated, the sooner your pet can return to enjoying the season.

Toxic plants are back on the scene—Canine Beware
Unlike their feline counterparts, dogs aren’t strict carnivores. They have evolved with a scavenging instinct, causing
them to eat whatever might fulfill their nutritional needs. They also have a penchant for exploring the world around
them with their mouth.
Unfortunately, as many Pack Leaders know, this results in dogs eating many things that aren’t very good for them.
Dark chocolate, moldy garbage, goose poop, and even rat
poison are all dangerous items that dogs can and will eat
given the chance. But few pet owners know that outside in
the garden, there are plants that can pose a threat to your
pup as well. Like humans, dogs can be poisoned by ingesting a wide variety of foliage.
Below is a list of some common plants that you should be
on the lookout for. Some are more benign than others —
tomato plants, for example will likely only cause a dog mild
discomfort. They’re arranged in groups by toxicity, to help
those who have a love for their garden and their dog to find
the best compromise. You may be surprised—I was.
The most toxic plants — the “very toxic” category — can
cause severe problems, including coma and death dependent upon your dog’s weight and the amount ingested.
The “toxic” and the “mildly toxic” should still be avoided, but aren’t associated with as severe symptoms.
It’s important to note that this list does not include every plant that is poisonous to dogs, which would be a very long
list; these are just the most common ones. If you have a specific plant you are curious or concerned about, search
for information on that plant specifically or ask your local vet.

Very Toxic
Azaleas – very common houseplants in the spring; Yew – evergreen common to foundation plantings & Castor Bean – this vegetable is now used extensively in container plantings

Toxic
Aloe Vera, Begonias, Chrysanthemums, Daffodils, Hostas and Morning Glories

Mildly Toxic
Baby’s Breath, Carnations, Gladioli, and Tomatoes
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Allegro Pet Services, Inc

IMPORTANT
HELP on YELP???
We need your help on YELP! Have
you written us a testimonial for our
website? Thanks to each of you who
have taken the
time to let us
know how our
services have
supported your
happy, healthy
pets! Are you
a yelp user???
Please take a
moment to give us a rating with a brief
note at www.yelp.com/biz/allegro-petservices-chicago This is currently our
main advertising tool. And will help us
recruit new clients within your neighborhood to provide even better service
in the future.

Contact Us at:
Phone:
312-342-8323
Text:
312-342-8323
WEB:
http//alleagropetservices.com
Facebook: www.facebook.com/allegropetservices
Instagram: @allegropetservices

Allegro Pet Services is a
small family owned and
operated business established in 2014 to meet
the needs of committed
families with much loved
companion pets. We
continue to add families
to our daily walk client
list. Thank you for your
ongoing business.

The Allegro Team Serving Your Pet Care Needs
Our Allegro staff is growing along with our business. Each staff member
is carefully chosen to reflect our mission and values, is bonded and meets
rigorous background checks as required by our insurer. We want you to
feel comfortable with our staff in your home as well as managing your
pets needs. Thank you for your business as we continue to build Allegro
Pet Services to meet the needs of select Chicago neighborhoods with petcentered services for our committed families.
When you allow Allegro to serve your pet needs, you are also supporting
the arts within our Chicago Community as many staff members are also
artists in different medium. The music continues even as Allegro grows!!
Hans continues to study and perform as well as teach many students as
the synergy between Allegro Pet Services and The Low End Bass Studio
continues. Keep up with the musical side at the:
www.thelowendbass.com — Hans
While this issue is all about dog health and safety,
ORKO, pictured on the left wants to end with a fun
fact for all pet owners. Not only do cats not eat
things that are disgusting (well, there is that fishy
cat food), they vocalize as a form of communication. They can have up to 100 different vocalization sounds. Dogs have an average of 10.

Companion Cat Care??
Yes, we offer these services for cat
visits complete with playtime and
feeding. Special needs? We are
your equal opportunity pet folks.

wonderful summer!!!

Have a

